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4 11* evsr I 4 resources and better tong rang.

weather Ior.casting requires a fundamenta l und.rslandlng of th. complex mechanics

of sea-air interaction, because It conhets lb. main sourc, of moistur. and energy In

the atmosphere. This paper repres.nts a pia~ .u report on on. aspect of th. shady - in

particular th. ret . of micro water dmpl .ts. In the past , lb. fields of heat and moisture

were treated as ind.psnd.nt syst ems Indirectly related to the momentum field thro u# th.

eddy dlffuslvity. This resulted In the need for an artificia l Increase In th. eddy

diffusivltias for both the humidity and temperature fields in cider for lb. analyses ha

fit the experimental data, me reviews by 1.11(6), Puncllky ~), and Monin and Ynglem

• (4). Recently it ~wa shown by Ung and K.. (2) that these f1.ldsere iiongly coupled

~~~~~~ 
~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~p1ets rioduced by — sprays and whiteca ps; I.. ., lb. micro water

8 dsoplels contrIbute to on i.np~deat mores of moisture ha lb. hsnaldIiy field wh it. the

t latent heat of ~~~~raIlon provide.. strong heat sink far the t~~~~~ urs flaW . The

~~~L~J _
•.J resultant siratlflcatlon of the P.I~,us?ure field further influences the siuhIHly of the( Lu1..~ aome..t.as field , which In turn affects the whole .xclrgng. proc... Following this

preliminary wosk was an Improved theory Which took into eccosmt th size d~lrIbutlan
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of droplets and their free fail velocities . This work (3) was published in the Proceedings

of th. NATO Symposhmi on Turbulent Fluxes through the Sea Surface, Wov e Dynam ics

and Prediction , France, 1977. In this paper we shall describe some further improvements

to the theo ry by taking into account the limited data obtained from the 1977 (Joint

Sea Air Interact ion Prolect) JASIN experiment . All results presented in this paper

should be considsr.d as preliminary , since we ar. stilt in the praces. of improving the

analytical model through more detailed laboratory simulations and field measurements .

Presently the analytica l model Is sufficiently realistic to Indicate which droplet sizes

are Important to the evaporoflon process under a given atmospheric cond ition . This

and other new Improvements to th. theory wil t be discussed In th. following sections.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The basic governing equations for the fields of heat, humidlty,water droplets and

momentum were derived from the general huaupurt equation (2). Because of the large

horizontal extent of the ocean compared with the thickness of the atmosp heric surface

layer, it is possible to treat this Iayer .sb.lng quasi steady and unifonn in the

horizontal direction. In th, fo llowing, we shall only give detailed explanation to

the now and improved parts of the .quotlons and refer the rest to the cited references .

The normalized equation for the water droplets can be expressed as

~~nJT ’ 12 ( iO HsW(I H~
)(l lI)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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FIg. 1. Norma lized water droplet production rate for different sizes of droplets .
Data was token over hydraulic lumps with wide range of ener~ ’ levels , from
Ung, Bead and K.., Proc . of the 1977 NATO Symposium cited in text.

The water droplets are treated as discrete droplet size gsoups denoted by subscrIpt n.

The first Iwo terms of Eq. 1 represe~t the rots of chang , in the normalized if j U

concentrat ion 
~~, 

due to eddy dlffusivity K , where K is normalized by the mean

wave height e and the lOin wind U10 as R. K/dJ10. The narmel zed ~~~ki

concentration is defined as 
~~~ 

Q,UI~~q~ , where Q~ is the ±~~~ cencentrat ion

far s1ze gsoupnandq~~ is the meanonf,c,fheof s1ze gpaup 2. Beceuse the

distribution of the surface Ibm isle for diffassat *.plsl size d ~~
found so be universal I, , all Intensities of wove brsdihi, see Pig. I, It Is cenvenlent

to select en iin,1.t~~J size gsoup as the uefu, .u, and rsI..rlng the fluses he the oilier

size ~~~~ as fixed ratios of the iJua..c . rap. The ‘~erlleel zu.dl..Je z Is

3
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defined from the mean wave trough, and is normalized by the wave height c as ~~~.

The third tean of Eq. I Is the normalized seurce of wa ter droplets produced by whitecaps

and sea sprays expressed as 
~Qn2 S(f)q~ /q.j , where S(J) is the seurce distribution

foctor(2). The fourth tern, of Eq.) represents the normalized sink due to free fall of

droplets, whore Wn Is the free fall velocity of d, droplets normalized by U10. The

f ifth term of Eq. I Is the normalized serwc. and sink effect of droplets du, to

evaporation; i.e., the evaporation of the n six. ~oup droplets causes a Ices of droplets

to be transferred to the next ensu e, size soup n-i, while the evaporation of the next

larger size soup n+l causes a gain to the n size woup. The variable p
~ Is mass

density of air arid 
~w m ass density of water. Beth the molecular diffusivily of water

D~,(T) and the specific saturated humidity I4~(T) ore functions of the absolu te air

tim1,esaluse T. The varIable H° Is the relative hu idIIy, H; the relative humid ity

at th. reference height f’,,, )~ the normalized humidity dsIlned as (H; - H’V(H; - 1),

and I,, the Reynolds number based on the terminal fall velocity Wn and droplet size

d~.

The norma lized equation for the humidity fisid can be expressed as

R~~~. ~~~

x lç(T)(l—H ;)(l-rn~~,, — 0 .  (2)

The first Ins Paras ol 1~.2 iapras..J the .uie elclienge in II throtaeddydlffus$vlty

arid the third Pens ., .us~L the .1 h~~tdtI,, due to the .,~~~Lm of

waler ~~~~ Shice the ;Plea .1 *spIJ liar. Is expected to be ,lS,siIIe~lI $0

the ,.~ ematsr ~ A4 ) hens of the ns Important zexitanis to be dJermmnsi
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in this work . Similarly the mean wove height e is known to b proportional to

therefore (~v140) can generally be taken to be O.0O~~9 ,.c2/cm.

The normalized temperature field ceo be espru..ed as

+ #(~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

x Hsm(1_IQ(l _n)
~~n O .  (3)

The normalized temperature is defined as T. (T-ToVIT~
.T0j, where T is the absolute

air temperature, T~ the reference absolute sea surface tsm~eiuture, and T0 the absolute

reference air t.m,.eruture at the reference height I,. The normalized adiabatic lope.

rate of the olmoipiserd is defined as F. rc,% - T5J , where the adiabotk iapss rate

r is generally token to be -0.0001 °C/cm. Th. third term of Eq. 3 se~r,..nt. the

latent heat sink for the temperature field due to the evaporation of water droplets. The

variables Ij,(T) and C~, are the coefficients of latent heat of asaporasion for water

and specIfic heat for elr , .i~. tively.

Finally the Momentum equat ion for wind can be expressed as

I • eJ-U )
2 

C .0. (4)

Th. first tens of Eq.4 I. the rate of chang. hi ~meots~ dv. to eddy dlffuslvlty K(z).

The ss~w.d tans isp~~~nt the pesa~~ geadissut fore. per volt volume In the mean
* 

wind directiasi x. ~~~~~~~~
--

~~~ the ufiplta~ iu.fa.~~ foyer Is enerslly within lOOm

thkk, the sffect of Ip/ . eanns hu.ger be n.jl utad at s>1Sm. Wa dssll otteuip l

to relate this term to the se. surface diaar straus or the fr ict ion ceefflcienl C1 as

?~. C1 e I4o~ ~~~~~~~ 
where , Is di. nashisi height (sam whidi the geoshapliic

5
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pressure gradIent lp/I* is physically inte~ ated downc...d to mainta In ‘~~. The third

term of Eq. 4 represents the drag farce offered by the moving wanes on a unit horizontal

strip of air volume. The function A(z) is the total effective drag areas offered by the

parts of waves wlikh ore with in the unit volume. That Is, we treat waves as moving

drag centers within an air space. The dreg coefficient Cd Is generally taken to be

unity. The local mean velocity of wind U minus Ike phase velocity of waves U~ in

the direction of the wind gives the effective wind acting on the waves. The normalized

momentum equation may now be expressed as

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
O.5A( !~d3*~4Jc)

2ir O , (5)

where U - U/U~,1 De - U~AI,0, and ~~~ z_ / .  (Md., strong wind condition,

z may be esPluLusi (ram a g.estro~mhlc pressure gradient of IOmW250 kin to give a

value of ..,.~~~imalely 23. Hence, for genera’ use, the term C1~~~ may be token

t o b e acciiJ..J eque$ to 0.0001. At low levels thls tacm ls negligible compared wlth

the other terms. The fourth term of Eq.5 only has valuss below th. wave crest . We

believe that the ,ra,..~i tu..Lent for the etmo.pkeric surface boundary layer is more

physically meanu.4vl and eppftcaUe than the usual empirical lag-linear profile

~~~~ i.iliesi *I4iICIi requires en artificial displacement height and neglects the pressure

.dIes.l. ! - ~~ the ~~~~~ equation is only coupled with the other t....s,..rt

equslians diraugli K, it can be used $0 check th, validity ci K used in the calculation;

I.e., by eamparim, the e.aI,tiul wind psalilas with the e..perL.. .J date taken under

a ksi.*ss i L p l~ark ceisdltian.

6
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METHOD OF SOLUTION

It has been argued before that the eddy diffusivity K should be universally

applicable to all transportable quantities , because the molecular dif fusivity of these

quantiti es are all negligibly assail with respect to K. In the analytical model we

consider that K can be modified by the stabilIty of the air system and is expressible

as functions of the Monlss-Obcuklsov length parameter, see Panofsky (5) and Ung end

Koo (2). After rev iewing many actual wind profiles taken under neutral condition

and using Eq. 5, we have found that the normalized eddy dlffuslvity L,, ~~~~~~ ~ieu re~

condition should be modified from the one first proposed in reference (2) to a new farm

as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 2.. The value for above ~~5.5 shou ld be

increased too constant valueof 0.125. At lower levels, it dsould still increase

linearly with height as 0.02~ up to ~
‘a5.0 lnsI. J of 2.5. In performing the

numerical calculation a trial distribution of R(~) was first estimated through L,~ and

the Monin-Oboukhov stability length pasamater based on a Bowen ratio of O.07(T~- T0),

see Ung and Kao (2). it was then successively refined with the lowen ratio based on

more accurate vertical fluxes of heat and moisture derived from the cokulated solutions.

Before the coupled set of equations can be solved, one must define both the droplet

size distrib ution and the flux ,~~=::~~ ‘ia/’4o For the fol lowing e..amplu we chose

to repia.ent the droplet slzedisirlbvtlan hs u.S groups with d,aI0, 40, 00, 110,and

30Op, end the correspan dIng ±~~’~~b...J~.IdIks £d.,a20, 40, 40, 00, and 24Ops,

respectively. Thus fro, the ..cim .llzed ~~~~~ psaductlsrs curve, Fig. 1, one can find

the ratio of production rates for dtlk ,,,i greops of *spIaIu

I” ~~I. - a 12, 1, 0.1. 0.00, .id I.1 . ns.,s.Hvely; where q~, Is
~~~~ ~ 2 Ad2q~2 V

7
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4
the surfoce droplet flux for a droplet size d~. Presently there Is no known technique

to obtain the droplet flux parameter q~ JtI~~ directly from the ocean, it may be

deduced Indirectly from the measured droplet concentration or the concentration of

salt nuclei in the upper atmosphere (6, p.62). From our present theory we have found

that this parameter has a strong effect on the temperature field as well as the droplet

concentration field. Thus by checking die analytical solutions obtained with different

values against a conu~..nding sat of field data, one may ultimately determine

the best value to use. We have tentatively found that q~ /l4~ a 0.00012 drops sec/cm4

gives very ..oi..nable results, It will be used for all .~xuspIes 1iswbtad in this paper.

Thus before this parameter con be defined accurately, all solutions derived from it must

only be considered as preliminary e~~ ;L.

With both and q
~i4 tentatively quantified, one may proceed to solve the

coupled set of tvu...5ort equations w ith suitable boundary values and conditions. A

unique solution can be found for any set of boundary values of T0, H., Tw, asd U10.
For the examples given In the followIng section, a constant reference height of Y0-20

was used since our ~ruanl interest is limIted to the atmospheric surface layer. When

the model for this layer Is fully davelo~ued It can be readily merged with the upper

atmospheric as well as the oceanic surface layers far a more complete system simulation.

Because the numerical techniques used to solve the problems were quite standard and had k
been described in the cited rd..i~...c.s, they need not be restated.

From the cokulatad solutions, the vertical fluxes may be accurately detenudned

at any given I levels. The sensible heat fiws can be .x1~.rsand as

- PdCpUlolTw~ 
T.I ~i1(g~— i), (6)

8
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and the water mars flux can be expressed as

q~~~= 
~ ~~~ 

U~o~~ d~( ~~~~~~~~ *n Onj 
) 

- P~, U10(1 - H)H5(T)RL ~t ,
(7)

It should be noted that the present model contains various sources and sinks In the field

equations, therefore di. vertical bases ore no longer constant.

RESULT AND CONCWSION

With th. improved analytical model we may now ~ompwe the result with the actual

f ield data In a more realistic manner. Unfartunately, complete set of wind, t.mperatufe,

humidity, and drop let concentration profiles me st Ill not avai lable at this moment,

but we hope to obtain them during the 1978 JASIN experiment over the North

At lantic Ocean. Meanwhile, we may make some preliminary comparison with a few

good but Incomp lete field sounding.. The following .u.umples ware class ified In tanurs of

whether the sea was ~~nser or cool er than th , upper air mass . To obtain the true

dIfferential Ih..mpa...k.re between the upper air mars at the 200-400m level and the sea

one must extrapolate the upper air temperature down.~..id along the dry odiabot to the

sea surface and com p..1. this ,.M Jlal MMpar.Jure with rea,,s~t to the sea surface

t.mparasuse T~ ,see Flg.2b.

In gsnmul air Is easier than the ocean. When a moss of air has traversed a long

distance over a warm sea, its tem~~ieture diauld not be too d1lfs.~ni from that of the

water. This Is i a_ ~..J by case I drown In Pig. 2b. it isa soundIng token by

~~~ons(I, p.2?). We note thaI the ocean was warmer then the upper air by V

T~- T~
. 1.8°C, arid the sir was kas neaus ~~~ard to 30~ i with the air tempssature

decreasing at the adiabatic lapse rats. A simulation of this case upto a u.fs,a .ce

9
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Fig .2. a) Shnulotion of warm sea, Case 1. b) Soundingby (mmwis(I,p.27).

height of z0~~37m, with T0 10.4°c, H iuiO.65, Tw 12.2°C, and U10 IWsec

is drown in Fig. 2a. Only the lower half of the cakuloted data was plotted. Note

that the adiabatic lapse rate was almost reached at r> 10. Soth the temperature and

humidity profiles closely simulated th, field soundings. That is, at i~> tO there was

almost no potential temp.rulure gradient or no sensible heat flux. The sensible heat

bins the ecean was mostly abaosbed.by the latent heat of water droplets. Indeed this

is th. most prevalent feature found In eli wares oceans. The net water mass flux was

found -to be a5,- 1 .3x10 ~ g/Jrec, which geve a net heat fist from the sea of

7.6xIO 3cel/ciu.2sec . These large fluster greatly destabilized the air sy~~~ 
V

uniform mixing of air up to a great height of ever 300m where the humid air was

10
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condensed into heavy c loud. Thus the important latent heat transfer cycle is clearly

evident. The calculated R, U, and O,~ ore also drown in the fi gure . There was

no fie ld data for 0n’ however we note that the calculated concentration of droplets

was highly stratified with very little remaining above 1—3. The values of O~, 02,
and 03 at th. wave trough were beyond the plotting rang. of the graph, but their

va lues were Indicated on the left border of the figure. One notes that the concentration

for the lOp size drop lets Oj above i 1.5 was less than th. larger 40p droplets 02
due to laster evapo rative loss of~ the submlcro droplets. On the other hand, the

concentration for the 300P drople ts O~ were quic kly depleted by their fast free fall

ve loc ity .

- Case 2 represents a coo ler sea with almost no sea to air tem,&ature differen ce,

T~
_ T p.._0. 2°C, see Fig.3b. This sounding was also taken by ~,umons(1 , p.21).

I I I I I I

p 1 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

-

V 
V

— t I I I C 1 I I

“(a)°~ ~~ 
1.0 .5 IA Ia 

(b) 
S1~~S 10 0 IS

V 
FIg. 3. a) Simulation of cooler sea, Case 2. b) Sounding by Coma s (1, p.21).
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There was a cooler and n ore humid surf ace layer of air below a warmer am, v ery dry

upper air. Thus both the sea and th . upper air were heating the surface layer of air.

The physica l existence of this more humid and cooler layer of air could only be attributed

to the moisture production and the latent hoot ob.orptlon by th. water droplets. The

lower 37 m of this layer of air was simulated by the present theo ry and was shown In

FIg. 3a, with T0 ll.7°C, H —0. 12, T~ — I3 .3°C, and U10x8n~/sec . The air

temperature quick ly reached the adiabatic lapse rate at 1> 1.5 , indIcating that this

su rface layer was highly unstable and well mixed to a height of 200m where it merged

into the upper air mass . The physical reason for the loc k of any sensible heat flux

above the waves was the same as the warm sea case . Due to low atmospheric Iwmldlty,

the height of droplet concentration was greatly reduced; i.e., near ly all drop lets had 
$

evopora ted at i>2.

Case 3 represents o more coo ler sea with a sea to upper air temperature difference

of Tw Tphh’ -3°C, see FIg. lb. This JASIN data was obtained over the FIrth of Clyde, V

Scotland, on November 5, 1977, durIng the passage of a storm. The sea was covered

wi th wall defi ned breaking waves and long streaks of trailing whitecaps. Water droplets

concentration was measured by a water droplet detector mounted on the apex of a Pm

long A-frame which was hinged to the bow of I.R.S. Challenger. In this manner , the

detector could be lowered to the sea surf ac, or raised above the bow by a cable and

pulley Wsta. mounted on the lorasruit of the ship. We found very little measurable

concentration of droplets at levels 1>2.5 . The droplets were oho.highly concentrated 4
in dense plumes to the lee of breaking wav as arid were unevenly distri buted in space .

In addition, she larg. heaving and pitching motion of the drip mode accurate determination

of the drop let concentration profile a formidable task in the field . The cakulatad

12
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Fl9. 4. a) Simulation of cold sea, Case 3. b) Sounding taken during passage of
a storm , 1977 .SASIN experiment. -

droplet concentration profi les geve a generally strong, low level , stratification of

droplets as was observed In the field. Due to evaporation, the concentratIon of the ¶
lOp droplets ~ j at 1> 1 .5 was less than the 40gs droplets 

~ 2• This rssu~t was

contrary to the field date which Indicated much larger ~~~~~ . It was possible that the

field data had Included the counting of salt nuclei as aubmicro droplets. In general,

the measured droplet concentrations for the hager droplet groups were less than the

4 . predicted values. This problem will hav, so be resolved by additional future studies.

The atmospheric simulation for this case was made below a reference height of z~~~ POrn, V

with T0ii9.6°C, H .O ~5, Tw I 1 1
~tC~ and U10— 12.Snii/sec . lnFlg.4.,we

note that lhe tampewhire proflkleth.wave 

lilT 
It indicateâ 
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I
o positive potentia l temperatur, gradient or heating by the upper air • In spite of the

fact that the sea was 3°C cooler than the upper air , her, existed a strong negative

tempe rature gradient wi thin the wave troug h. Hence there was contInued heating of

the air by the sea . These sens ible heat fluxes were clearly balancing the latent heat

sink of the water droplets. Th. vertIca l water mass flux was found to be q 1,-2.9x 10 ’5

g/ciui2sec, which was equiva lent to an evaporation of 2.5cm of water per day and

o vertica l latent heat heat flux of 1 .7x10 2coI/cm2sec - the snergy that was fueling

the storm.

Case 4 represents a vary cold sea with a large sea to upper air temperature

dIfferenc , of T
~ -T~— - 11.8°C, see Fig. ~~~~. This condition Is typical for the formation

.1.0 -ø~ I.o~i -0.4 -0.2 0

~~~~~~~~~~
I ~ ~~\\*2 / /
S

301 - -

Z ,m
I . ‘

Dra pi. 
- V

~eII~~u

- ‘0€ .

I
S . IT~~

. 
~~~

O 4 i~~~~it t 4 I.S ~~~~ I0~~~~~~~t 4 2 ~~~~~~~~ 3O(a) O .* I IS~ (b) T , v

FIg. S. a) Simulation of very cold sea with light fog, Case 4. b) Sounding ~ V

~~~sni(l p. 57).
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of a strong inversion and creation of a very himsid surface layer Which can easily I
deve loped Into dens. sea fog. This sounding was taken by tmmoas(I, p. 57) over the

Atlantic Ocean at 40°N and 71°W, with light sea fog below the 20m level and

3 warm dry air above 20Dm. The aralytIeel simulation was far a J.ra, ce height of

z
~
.2Om, with T0. 19.2°C, H .IIO.PS, T~

. 17.2°C and U10—6Ws.c. One notes

in Fig. Se that only under very cold sea will the air heat the sea as Indicated by

the positiv, temperature gradient at sea level. Above z=20m, see Fig. Sb, there was a

f gsn.sul increase in the t ,~~~-jre gradient. This increase was due to the ~ cpurafloo

of droplets at higher elevations, thus causing a strong inversion layer which tended to

cap oh the Iwsuid surface layer. Due to the large Increase In the droplet concentration,

the plotted seals for ~~,, ens hi..,uui by 10. Note that only the d1 and 4 sIze

droplets ware able to reach high .ievall.o to fares sea log. Her. again at 1>6 the

value of 
~ 2 ~~ greet.. than 

~~
. l~~~ ,er, the actual concentration of the d1

drop lets at sea leve l was 6 dvspr~
Icsus3 which Is enough for creating a g h t  fog. The

sensIble heat flux at ~-2 ~~ -7.SscIO~ eoh/cJsac and the mass water llwi

• I • 1 xlO4g/cm2.ac. The naer flea muall ~ -,.vud with the other cases,

- 
hecaus, there was essentially is. ~~~~~~~~ from the so. surface or from large enter

droplets due to high lx.ddily at sea level. The enter flux ens mainly contributed

by the evaporation of the d1 and 4 iuj.hIs at high elevation. To mob. thisdaur,

we have shown in FIg. 6 the ........JLeed waler mom flax c ..tr ’~~~~.i by diuf.ra,J size

gioupsof *oplstsatthe f~2 level. Klo...,u.u.sd as~~~ /q~Ad0,whare q~,, io
V the vertical mass flux of the d.,, size t splsts and 

~~ 
is the total *.pIst mass ibm.

J 
Smooth curves were druwn ever the dale blocks arch ii.. , the areas some~ - id vuilly

under the curves. On. notes that heroes. 4 the flux was mainly eesilvlbuted by iii.
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Fig.6. Contribution to the vertical droplet mass flux at 1.2 by different sizes of
water ±3p1.ts, for cases 1, 3, and 4.

10 to 60~ fog droplets. For case 3, under force 6 wInd, the main contribution was

IruoJe,. to the 30 to 300p droplets. This ens due to a wind forc, sufficient to keep

the large droplets long enough in air for s~~,.a..Jloo. Thus under hurr icane wind the

contribution from tire hag. droplets will bsGuwa very large. For case 1, wIth force

4 win d~ the main contrIbution ens nairo*ed down so the 30 to 140p droplets. There

was almost no contribution hoes Hr. I to 20, ~~~~~s, because these droplets had

already been evaporated bd.. reaching the 1-2 level.

We may briefly conclude that lb. p. .i&J analytical model has clarified many

mysterIes concerning the complex mechanics of she sea-air irrterai tion. it Is hoped that

with further refinements t.V th. model an accurate means could be found-to estimate

under aft climatic conditIons the various fluxes over large bodies .1 water.
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